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EXPERT SYSTEMS FOR THE CONCEPTUAL DESH~N 
OF AIR CONl>ITIONIN<; SYSTEMS 

I. lnlroduclion 

James G. Doheny 
Dcplartment of Artificial Intelligence, 

University of Edinburgh, SCOTLAND. 

Paul F. Monaghan 
Deplartment of Mechanical Engineering, 
University College Galway, IRELAND. 

An energy system for heating, ventilating and air-conditioning or buildings, 
consists of one or more of the following subsyslems: a heating subsystem for adding 
hc~t 10 a nuill; a cooling subsystem for removing heat from a lluid; a dt:humidinc;uion 
/humidifica tion subsystem for controlling humidiiy; a distribution subsystem lo carry a 
Ouid 10 the rooms that are to be heated or cooled; equipmcni for moving the nuid and 
a tcnninal subsystem for transferring heat between the lluid and the room. The design 
procedure for energy systems can be broken into the following st.ages ( I): 

I) Data gathering and discussions with building owner/architect; 
2) Concept design i.e. configuring subsystems and components into a system; 
3) Overall system layouts, sizing of major components and energy simulations; 
4) Detailed design i.e. design of lighting, heating and other components; 
5) Specifications and contract documents; 
6) Drafting. 

Computerised aids are extensively used in the design process e.g. ESP (2), BLAST, 
I ICC, and Superduct (3). Ty!)ieally these a·re used for simulation, component sizing, 
drafting and as word processing packages. I lowever, at the predesign and concept 
design stages, where the most impor1ant decisions are made, little use is made of 
CAD. 

The concept design stage involves 1he engineer in determining the outline form or the 
final system. The design engineer combines various types of equipment to fonn a 
system 1ha1 provides specified indoor environmental conditions at minimum life cycle 
cost. There are many possible system c.onfigurations from the numerous system 
components available. Choice of components may be straightforward in small 
buildings with conceptually simple systems. Htlwevcr, in litrger buildings and/or if 
serious auempts are made to recover heat or to use more than one heatingtcooling 
source the systems can become very complex with many interacting subsys1ems and 
components. 

Many feasible conligura1ions arc ignored by the design engineer because of lack of 
cxperil!nce wi1h particular systems and/or project lime limits. In a growing 
international market for consuhing engineering services (4), and with continuing 
technological developments, it becomes increasingly importan t to make well informed 
and speedy decisions. A C"ornputcrfacd des ign aid with ~n easily exp;rndablc knowledge 
base, and capable of making expert design dccision.s would be an invaluable tool. 

This work wa5 <·arricd out al University CollcRc rialway and was supported by Ireland's National noard 

nf Science and ·1ci.:hnnlogy, Conlracl no SI" 46184 . 
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Developing CAD tools for this level of design is not easy. Decisions made al this level 
are not based on mathematical analyses of system layout but on knowledge, 
accumulated through experience, of descriptions and capabilities of various systems 
and components. Much of this knowledge is heuristic in nature, i.e. it is not based on 
any fundamental principle or algorithm, and is difficult to represent using 
contemporary symbolic and mathematical methods. 

2. Method of Approach 

Design, and in particular, conceptual design has been studied from the point of 
view of computer modelling (5, 6, 7, 8, 9). The approach lo concept design used in 
this research is 1he op1imal search of a problem or search space. The search space 
contains all potential solutions or configurations of an energy system and an cxpen 
system is used to search for an optimal design solution. 

The roots of e"pert systems lie in the field of artificial intelligence (Al), which may be 
said to be the science that tries to create intelligent behaviour on computers. An c"perl 
system is a computer programme that performs a task normally done by an e"1x:n or a 
consultant and in so doing, it uses captured, heuristic knowledge ( 10). 

Expert Systems differ in important ways from conventional data processing systems in 
that they employ (I) Symbolic representation, (2) Symbolic inference and (3) lleuristic 
search. These features enable expert systems to represent, in a manageable way, the 
abstract knowledge, that is characteristic of conceptual design. This ability to make 
expert decisions distinguishes them from conventional computer programmes which 
manipulate numerical data. Advantages of using an e"pcrl system approach in design 
of energy systems include: 

I) All foasible configurations are considered and evaluated; 
2) Expert systems can be used as intelligent preprocessors and postprocessors to 

numerical or algorithmic routines which are used to evaluate developing 
system designs e.g. energy system simulation programmes or heat gain/heat 
loss routines; 

3) The knowledge base can be modified or updated to consider changing trends 
or advances in new technology. 

2.1. Knowledge for Design 

Knowledge provides the means for achieving a high degree of problem solving 
ability and needs lo be formally sludied if one is to record it in a computerised 
knowledge base. In Al, a representation of knowledge is a combination of data 
structures and interpretative procedures that, if used in a certain way in a programme, 
will lead to knowledgeable behaviour ( 11 ). These characteristics facilitate the 
representation of experts' knowledge in computer programmes. Knowledge for the 
design problem can be classified according to function as follows (I): 

I) Domain Knowledge - knowledge about subsystems and components e.g. 
boilers, VAV systems, he;H pumps; 

2) Constraint Knowledge - constraints imposed by building location, building 
specifications, and economic limits; 

3) Procedural Knowledge - knowledge of how components can be selected and 
configured into a system and eval11a1cd; 

4) Analysis Algorithms - knnwlcdge of how to q11antil;1tivcly evaluate 
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developing and final solutions e.g. use of simulation programmes; 
5) Solution Knowledge - knowledge of the developing system as the design 

proceeds e.g. sketches of the concept design. 

The representational characteristics of this knowledge are described in some detail in 
( 12). ll1e following sections describe how HVAC systems' components can be 
modelled in a hierarchical fashion. 

2.1.1. llVAC Systems and Components - Domain Knowledge 

Designers reduce che complexity of an air-conditioning system by panitioning it 
into subsystems and components. The entire system can then be understood in terms of 
its component pieces and their intertelationships. Figure I shows lhc panial 
hierarchical d~omposition of the air-handling plant. This breakdown is based on 
Cartier ( 13). Each of t11cse subcomponents are composed of many subtypes and 
subcomponents. In this way a tree like hierArchy can be derived. 
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Figure 1 ·Apprnx1ma1c· Hierarchy al Energy Syslems ·breakdown 
by component (Part onty shown) 

/\ true hierarchy, however, is only an approximation to a real system. /\ single 
component may perform more than one function. Jleat pumps. for example, may heat 
or cool a space. Also, a single function may require more than one piece of equipment. 
I !eating, for example, requires a 1erminal unit and a hot nuid, and also heating plant to 
heat 1he nuid. This introduces the concept of an "approximate liicrarclry" . 

Figure 2 shows a tree like classification of HV AC systems, with the full expansion of 
the air-water subtype. l11is lree is based on the classifications given in ( 14). 
Classificalion into a tree like hiernrchy simplifies selection of a system, where a 
subtype shares many of its parent's genernl clrnracleristics. 

2.2. Constraints 
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Figuro 2 Class1hca11on of Energy Syslf~m lyPoS (rull INAC onl)' 
shown). 

Constraints describe 1he rcquircmcnls that mus1 be satisfied by the final system. 
These const.raints may be project constraints or component configuration design 
knowledge expressed in the form of constrainls. Constraints may be classified 
hierarchically as shown in Figure 3. Project constraints 3re spcdfic to a given prohlcm 
and are imposed by (i) Ouilding spccificaJions, (ii) l.oca1ion and (iii) lludg.:-1 
restrictions. /\n example of a project constrain! is given by the following: 

If a room has a density of X peoplc!n.2 and there is heavy smoking, then minimum 
ventilation requirements are Y air-change.rlhn11r. 

The dcnsi1y of pc()p(e in the room is a conslrainl declared by virlue of the building 
function and layouc: the amount of smoking is a factor depending on lhe function of 
Che room. Combination of lhese lwo lower level constraints formulates a higher level 
cons1rain1 on lhe Building Energy Syslcm design. 

Design knowledge such as lhe compalahility of two co111poru:nfs or their suitability for 
a given function c.an be expressed in the form of component configuration constrain1s. 
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2.3. Design or IIV AC Systems - Procedural Knowledge 

The view or a system in terms of subsys1ems corresponds to the view or lhe 
design procedure in ierms of goals and subgoals. In some cases the goals and subgoals 
will be indcpcndant of each other. ln general, however, the subgoals do i111erac1 (if 
on ly loosely) and this is handled by consuairll propaga1ion between the interacting 
subproblems. For example, consider the energy conversion plant of Lhc Building 
Energy System shown in Figure 4 . The system operates on the principle that the heat 
pump recovers heat from building zones which need cooling and dehumidification and 
supplies the energy to :zones which simultaneously need heating. Conven1ional boilers 
and refrigeration uni1s provide the extra heating and cooling tha1 is needed at certain 
times of lhe year. In the design procedure, addition of heating and cooling plant to 
I IVAC system may be tremc:d as two separate subgoals if refrigeration units or boiler.; 
arc used. I lowever, these subgoals obviously interact when a heat pump is being 
selected. This is illustrated in Figure 5. 
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Figure 4 Block Schematic ol a Typical Energy System FIGURE 5 lltuslralion of lnterecling Goals 

/\ powcrlut tool to help m 1hc sdec11on of a system is a rali11g slrntcgy which 
evaluates the comparative perfonnancc or various sys1ems under given design 
specifications. Selection is usually a compromise between what i·s ide.al and what is 
practicable ror a given situation. A sys tem under consideration has specific operating 
and maintenance costs and also has some characteristics and operation performance 
which dilfc1'S from other sy ~tcms . It ls important, lhcreforc. to compacc the sys1r.:ms 
on a common basis. /\ useful rating strategy and one amenable to programming. is 1hat 
used by Ou bin ( 15). A list of characteris1ics or '"ilcms of considcrari1)n" (IOC' s) arc 
considered for each system. The imporlance of each JOC for a given applic;ition is 
determined and assigned a number (f factor) from I to 10. Each energy system will 
differ in clcgrcc of pcrronnancc for each IOC. A Weight r'nctor (\\I) on 11 scale from I 
w 10, wi1h 10 being the mos1 satisfac tory. is assigned 10 each system for each IOC. /\ 
RelaLivc Denefits r:act0r (RBP) may be defined as follows : 

nnF(/OCJ ~ I' x w 

The total Rllr' of each system, for a given application, maybe evaluated: 

. 
fota/ RllF = L Rlll'(IOC) 

/OC=I 

The Cost Benefits Factor may then be calculated as follows: 

CBF = Total RflFl(Toral opaarin11 cost.< t Tora/ ownin11 costs) 

The system with the highest RllF or the lowest CllF is the optimum system. 

(I) 

(2) 

()) 
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3. Functional Description of the Expert system 

The preliminary design of energy systems has been successfully modelled using 
an expert syslem IDABES (Intelligent Design Assistant for Building Energy Systems) 
which is under development in the Mechanical Engineering Dept., University College 
Galway. The decision making and "experts" knowledge of ID/\BES is coded in OPS5, 
a general purpose AI programming language, while the analysis and graphical routines 
are written in FORTRAN. 

3.1. Architecture of Expert System 

The architecture of IDABES is similar to a pure Production Systems layout (16) 
with some additional components and is shown in Figure 6. 

A Rule-Based Programme or Production System is a computer programme that 
explicitly incorporates production rules to represent knowledge. A production rule is a 
conditional slatement composed or conditions and actions. It consists of an IF part and 
a THEN part; IF condilion I, condition 2, ... TllEN action I, action 2. An action 
typically modifies a data base or it may be some arbilrarily defined funclion. 

The user interface is is a display manager and arranges input and oulput data in an 
easy to read manner. 

The control srrategy contains the procedures, implicit and explici1, lhat determine 1he 
overall order of problem solving activities. It acts upoun problem data and knowledge 
in Lhe rule base to solve the design problem. 

The global data ha.re reflects the state of the developing solution. A description of the 
building, its characteristics and of the selected system are stored here during execution. 

The rule base contains the production rules of the expert system and represent most of 
the design knowledge. The production rules arc organised into moclulcs which are 
responsible for the goal nature or the design. 

Data base I contains knowledge or energy system characteristics represented in tabular 
and linked-data format (17). Various design procedures arc also represented here. 

Data base 2 contains weather data stored in conventional sequenlial data lilcs. 

The analysis routines which are called by the produclion rules, are used to calculale 
the thermal load and ventilation requiremenls of the building. 
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3.2. Design Procedure 

The design procedure as implemented is 
comprised of the following subgoals: 

I) 

2) 

3) 

4) 

form11la1iC1n of building ~pecilications 
- includes data gathering: 
Dcterminacion of thermal charac1eris1ics 
of 1he building; 
Detcrmina1ion of priority faclors of the 
building and cvaluatcion of systems; 
Selection of a basic syMem type; 

A goal oriented approach to the solurion is 
implcmen1cd by using rule modules. Each module 
is responsible for a specilic goal or subgoal. Rules 
within a module are independcnl pieces of cod~ 
and i111cra~1 via 1he global data base, which i9 
modified by 1he action of the rules. Ty pica II y chere 
is a single rule in a module that is actlv<11cd when 
lhc soal has been achieved or cannot be achieved 
sivcn the currenl availability of information. The 
following is an citamplc of such a mlc. FtGUAE 7 Flow Chari al Design Procedure 

IF Goal is Analyse Ouilding Tcmpcrn1ure 
AND All rclevanl data has been formulated 
TllF.N Modiry Goal 10 check ir surficient areas or 1he building have been analysed. 

If sufficient area has not been analysed in order to determine the buildings' overall 
characteristics the expert system will decide on a further relevant area, and will in turn 
reactivate 1he goal "Get Room /Jata" before any more analysis is performed. 

The thermal characteristics of the building are analysed using rORTRAN-codcd 
routines, based on ClllS guide. The input data for these is obtained and arranged by 
the production rules of the expert system. In this way the expert system behaves as a 
preprocessor of input data . 

The goal "l)e1ermi11rufrm 11/ Priority Factnrs" or the building evaluates quan1i1ativcly 
the priorities for the building in terms of its air-conditionins requirements . The priority 
factors are determined usins experts experiential knowledge coded in production rules. 
Each rule in this module contains a piece or knowlcdse about a particular ractor 
innuencing the selection or an HVAC system. Due to the independance of rules from 
each 01her a particular rule will be activaced only if ii is relevant; irrelevant rules will 
simply not be considered. 

When this goal has been achieved the goal "Sclcc1in11 of a Busic System Ty11<:" beg.ins. 
Selection of a system type is done using a eombinution of results of the 1hcrm;1l 
analysis and the piiorily f;ictors as previously de1ermined. The first stop in 1hc 
selection o f a system is 10 select a basic system type from the 1hrce basic subtypes: 
lleating Only with Naturnl Ventilation; llea1ing Only with Mechanical Ventilation or 
Full II VAC. ·me expert system behaves as a postproccssor of output from 1he analysi~ 
routines ;md selects a basic system lype. An example or a rule that is relev;1111 to thi\ 
part of lhe design is as follows: 

IF Goal is Analyse thermal load 
AN!> l'crimclcr docs nol require air conditioning 
AN!> l'crimclcr docs nol require mechanical vcntila1ion 
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THEN Selecl "/feating Only with Natural Ventilativ11" as lhc basic sys1em lypc. 

Selection of a subtype from lower in the hierarchy is done using the value of Total 
RBF as described in section . Data base I is searched using a beam search paradigm 
and the resulting system is output to the user via the interface. figure 8 illustrates 
typical output of the system. 

4. Conclusions 

Kech . ltn9 D•pt. , 
Un1,,•rJJ.t)' Coll•q•. 

G•l••y 

[
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-(> .F1;;;;;;-.; ~j- . L Ch!ller 

rour-f'1r: 1u r - IW•t•• ~ sru ,,. 
,.,.,, ••1uu11 to CO_M ~:~·-.=i- -· _ _ 

Figure 8 ExamP'e Oulpul 

Expert systems have potential in the concept design slagcs of energy system 
design. lliey can successfully encapsulalc the alJstracl ancl expcricnlial knowledge, 
characteristic of 1his kind of design. 

Evaluation of decisions or conccpls is an csscn1ial pan of any design and analysis 
programmes can and should be used for analysis or buildinss and for cvaluatinn of 
certainties in design decisions. An in1eresting feature of 1hc use of cxpcn systems a1 
lhcse early s tages of the design , is that it now becomes more fcasihlc 10 do an~lysis 
and simuhuions that were previously considered too time coM11111i11i:. Expcn systc·ms 
can be used as preprocessors or dat;t and poslprnccssors. where lhcy analyse and mukt· 
conclusions from output resulls . 

Expert systems have the ability to evaluate all suirable syslcms for selection. This 1s 
time consuming and ledious if performed by hand and in foci, is rarely ever done. 

Graphics, presently implemented in a simple way, is recognised as being of great 
importance to the future development of an expert system as 1his is lhc way engineers 
communicate their designs. 

ll1is research provides a basic framework for future devclopmc111s in rhc area of 
computer aided conceptual design of llVAC systems. ·n1c prcl imin;1ry stages of the 
design have been implemented for a limiccd group of systems. l'u1ure devclopmi.:n1s 
should consider: 1he selcc1ion and confis:ura1ion of furihcr suhsystcllls :111cl compt'ncnls 
lower in the hierarchical tree. This will rcqu in: cxp:m<l in~ lhl' knnwkrli;..: hasc wilh 
knowledge of I IV /\C subsyMems and cnmp<111c 111s In various 1.:,-.:1, of ah\lr:t<·tion. 

--
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A DESIGN TOOL FOR SOLAR RIGllTS DETERMrNA" 

Edna Shaviv 
School of Architecwre, ASU, Tempe, Arizona, U 

On Sabbatical leave from the Technion , 
Faculty of Architecture & Town Planning, Haifa, 

I. Introduction 

The availability of direct solar radiation in winter in reside 
presented an important problem in urban de s ign, in par 
communities. One aspect of the problem is the minimum 
between buildings, taking into account their oriemation and I 
provide direct solar radiation 10 all residenis while keei:; 
density . 

One way to design a solar community with solar rights to ea 
apply an evaluation CAD technique. Jn this way the solution i 
trial and error, i.e., by examining the effec1 of change in all c 
like height, distance, elc., and later changing each one so 
optimal solution. Our discussion will focus on ano1her tee: 
generating CAD method. 

In direct generating CAD technique, the computer program s 
solutions which satisfy predetermined requirements, in 
evaluative programs that are used to analyze and compare 
solutions generated manually by the designer. Althoug 
program can generate an unlimited number of design soluti · 
run, it does not require a very detailed data set 10 describe 1 

its surroundings like evaluative programs do. Therefore d 
CAD tools can be easily used in the first design siage wh< 
important design decisions are made, while evalualive CAD 
used in the lare design stages. 

The principles of Jhe method are similar lo !hose applied in 
developed by Shaviv for designing shading devices ( 1-5) and a 

I . Determine the period and time of day during which insol. 

2. Derive a nomogram of the envelope of all 
with their allowed heights to enable the 
solar collector. 

possible locati! 
i11sola1ion of a 


